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Ans. 選擇題：每題 2 分，共 50 題，計 100 分
1.

[

] 【2】 That smells good! What _____ you cooking?
(1) is (2) are (3) did (4) do

2.

[

] 【2】 The technician worked hard all afternoon ____ the computer problem.
(1) solve (2) to solve (3) solved (4) did solve

3.

[

] 【4】 Sandy _____ my instructions and did her work incorrectly, which wasted a lot of
time.
(1) misunderstand (2) misunderstands (3) misunderstanding
(4) misunderstood

4.

[

] 【3】 I _____ on this report for three days, and it is only half complete.
(1) has worked (2) working (3) have been working (4) was worked

5.

[

] 【2】 The MRT will depart for Taipei Main Station _____ two minutes.
(1) for (2) in (3) of (4) by

6.

[

] 【2】 My father is a person who I respect and _____.
(1) look after (2) look up to (3) look into (4) look up

7.

[

] 【4】 The man was _____ for stealing the money and went to jail.
(1) catch (2) catches (3) catching (4) caught

8.

[

] 【2】 _____ I ask you a question?
(1) Would (2) May (3) How (4) What

9.

[

] 【2】 We like to go hiking _____ our free time.
(1) to (2) in (3) on (4) by

10. [

] 【2】 The company planned _____ a third of the workers due to financial problems.
(1) laying off (2) to lay off (3) to laid (4) lay

11. [

] 【1】 The tour buses _____ scheduled to leave at 8:30; they will not wait for late-comers.
(1) are (2) will (3) were (4) be

12. [

] 【2】 You can only receive this great rate during our new ______, so, don’t delay!
(1) submission (2) promotion (3) creation (4) transmission

13. [

] 【1】 It was so hot last week and we experienced _____ temperatures during our trip.
(1) high (2) low (3) thick (4) light

14. [

] 【4】 You must not _____ time on social media while you are at work.
(1) steal (2) make (3) spare (4) waste
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15. [

] 【3】 Roger eats too much, so now he is _____.
(1) skinny (2) proportionate (3) overweight (4) fit

16. [

] 【1】 My grandfather is very _____. If I have a problem, I seek his advice.
(1) wise (2) careless (3) ignorant (4) irrational

17. [

] 【2】 My uncle is a farmer. He _____ some chickens and cows.
(1) proposes (2) possesses (3) produces (4) prepares

18. [

] 【4】 The _____ firefighter saved the girl from the burning building.
(1) shy (2) timid (3) mild (4) brave

19. [

] 【2】 The main gate was locked, so Bill had to find a different ______.
(1) experience (2) entrance (3) exercise (4) extension

20. [

] 【4】 We can’t _____ Bob because he often doesn’t do what he says he’ll do.
(1) doubt (2) confuse (3) expect (4) trust

21. [

] 【3】 I have ______ that I will do well on the test.
(1) fear (2) anxiety (3) confidence (4) concern

22. [

] 【1】 I don’t have the _____ to buy a new car.
(1) funds (2) spending (3) fuel (4) cases

23. [

] 【3】 After seeing the evidence, the judge must decide if the man is _____.
(1) invisible (2) creative (3) innocent (4) healthy

24. [

] 【4】 After walking for two hours, we finally arrived at the _____.
(1) differentiation (2) distinction (3) discrimination (4) destination

25. [

] 【2】 Whose bag is this?
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

26. [

] 【1】 Could you please give my friend a cup of coffee?
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

27. [

It’s the same.
It’s mine.
It’s today.
It’s me.

No problem
Not at all.
Yes, you did.
I am not sure.

] 【3】 Have you ever been to Tokyo?
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

I know where Tokyo is.
Tokyo is in Japan.
Yes, three times.
Just a minute.
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28. [

] 【4】 Do you want to watch a movie with us tonight?
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

29. [

Yes, I did.
I think you should.
Yes, help yourself.
Sure, that would be nice.

] 【2】 What a beautiful house you have?
(1) You bet.
(2) Thanks. I think so too.
(3) Great! Let’s go.
(4) I’d love to.

30. [

] 【3】 When did your train arrive last night?
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

31. [

] 【2】 How long have you been in Taipei?
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

32. [

Around five o’clock.
For about two months.
It takes five hours.
About 40 kilometers.

] 【4】 Where did I put my book?
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

33. [

At Taipei Main Station.
It takes two hours.
Around two-thirty.
Two weeks ago.

I bought it yesterday.
Do you want one too?
I wrote it.
I think it’s on the desk.

] 【1】 Is the boss in his office?
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

No, he is off today.
Yes, he has another job.
No, thanks.
No, it’s not.
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Business travel can be a challenge. You may struggle to get a good night’s sleep in a strange bed or
because of jetlag. Your smartphone could probably give you an answer. There are many apps to help you
relax and fall asleep faster. Some of the apps play music or just make soft noise like you hear around the
house at night. Others use natural sounds like wind and waterfall to help listeners drift off to sleep. There
is even an app that offers seasonal sound that you can choose to match the time of year. You can listen to
frogs for spring, a barbecue for summer, dry leaves on the ground for fall, and cracking ice in winter. Those
apps are truly wonderful inventions for business travelers.

34. [

] 【4】 What does this passage suggest?
(1) Smartphones have many disadvantages.
(2) It is best to turn your smartphone off at night.
(3) Everyone has a smartphone nowadays.
(4) There are many apps to help business travelers.

35. [

] 【4】 Which of the following is recommended by the passage?
(1) An app for games.
(2) A place without smartphones.
(3) An exercise to do before bed.
(4) Apps that can help you relax and go to sleep.

36. [

] 【3】 What is the meaning of “drift off” in the passage?
(1) to float on water
(2) to fly in the air
(3) to gradually fall asleep
(4) to fall down

Do you laugh every day? Most people do. Scientists say that people laugh about 17 times a day. That
is a lot of laughter.
Scientists believe that laughter is good for you. Why? For one thing, laughter is good exercise. When
you laugh, you exercise many muscles in your body. Scientists say that one hundred laughs equals ten
minutes of running. When you laugh, you also breathe deeply. This helps you relax. That is good for you,
too.
Why do we laugh? That is a hard question to answer. We know that people laugh more often in a
group. Laughter can be infectious. People do not laugh very often when they are alone. Many scientists
believe that we use laughter to connect with other people. Laughter helps us feel part of a group.

37. [

] 【3】 Which of the following is NOT a benefit of laughter?
(1) exercise your muscles
(2) helps you breathe deeply
(3) make good use of your brain
(4) helps people relax
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38. [

] 【1】 According to the passage, why do people laugh?
(1) to connect with friends and family
(2) to be alone
(3) as a regular exercise
(4) to sleep better at night.

39. [

] 【4】 The manager regretted _____ Tom in charge of the project.
(1) to put (2) put (3) puts (4) putting

40. [

] 【1】 How much _____ that pair of red pants?
(1) is (2) are (3) were (4) will

41. [

] 【4】 The beautiful ring _____ to me by my aunt on my 18th birthday.
(1) give (2) gives (3) given (4) was given

42. [

] 【2】 Mary must _____ her shyness and speak in front of the audience.
(1) respond (2) overcome (3) reveal (4) appeal

43. [

] 【1】 We took the car in for an _____ to see if it has any problems.
(1) inspection (2) information (3) illusion (4) imagination

44. [

] 【3】 Jeremy Lin is a great basketball player. He _____ many children to play basketball
too.

(1) repressed

(2) discouraged (3) inspired (4) deterred

45. [

] 【1】 It was loud at the party. Jenny had to _____ for me to hear her.
(1)yell (2) sell (3) fail (4) smell

46. [

] 【4】 The bird built a nest on the highest _____ of the tree.
(1) crunch (2) switch (3) ranch (4) branch

47. [

] 【2】 Learning English is _____; you can use it in many places.
(1) meaningless (2) practical (3) impossible (4) ineffective

48. [

] 【1】 Were there any messages for me?
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Yes, I got two from your boss.
No, please sit down.
No, thanks.
Yes, please go ahead.
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49. [

] 【3】 I need to grab something to eat. I’m starving.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

50. [

Don’t worry.
I think so, too.
There is a burger on the table.
Great. I will call you later.

] 【1】 Please let your manager know that I called.
(1) No problem. I will give her the message.
(2) No worries. Take your time.
(3) Yes, I know where you are.
(4) Yes, my manager is here.
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